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The conditions under which time-delayed four-wave mixing (photon echo effect) occurs in the 
local state + band quantum-mechanical system are determined. It is shown that if the bands are 
sufficiently narrow, a time-delayed pulse is observed, whose response time and temporal shape 
are different from those of ;he photon echo in completely localized systems. The possibility of 
using echo spectroscopy (E. A. Manykin and V. V. Samartsev, OpticalEchoSpectroscopy [in 
Russian], Nauka, Moscow, 1984) to measure the characteristic width ofnarrow bands is 
discussed. 

1. In the last ten years significant progress has been 
made in the technique of compression, amplification, and 
generation of optical pulses. In addition, it should be espe- 
cially noted that this pertains not only to the visible region of 
the spectrum, but it also encompasses, in principle, a wave- 
length range of five orders of magnitude (from lo3 to lo-' 
pm) .  Picosecond pulses are now widely employed in experi- 
mental physics, and methods based on the use of femtose- 
cond pulses are also appearing. As a result, research into 
coherent interactions, when the duration of the excitation 
pulses is shorter than the characteristic relaxation times of 
the medium, continues to grow steadily. The shortest pulse 
durations are observed for the condensed state of matter, 
especially in the case of electron-electron and electron- 
phonon interactions in solids. 

In 1973 Manykin and Zakharov studied photon echoes 
in semiconductors and dielectrics for direct interband tran- 
sitions.' However, investigations of this type could not be 
performed with the experimental technique existing at that 
time. A number of experimental and theoretical papers on 
the coherent interactions of ultrashort pulses with semicon- 
ductors in the picosecond and subpicosecond ranges have by 
now been published.3-14 Modern experimental techniques 
employing femtosecond pulses are significantly extending 
the possibilities of using coherent time-delayed four-wave 
mixing (photon echo) for the investigation of fast relaxa- 
tional processes in matter. This is confirmed by a recent ex- 
periment in which the characteristic relaxation times in a 
GaAs film, where the time-delayed response was the result 
of coherent interband transitions induced by an external 
field, were measured.I5 Time-delayed four-wave mixing in 
delocalized systems was also studied in the recently pub- 
lished of theoretical Refs. 16 and 17. 

It is timely in view of the above to examine the problem 
of time-delayed four-wave mixing with coherent excitation 
of electrons from localized centers into a band. It turns out 
that in this case the echo effect is significantly modified and 
additional conditions must be satisfied in order for a time- 
delayed response to appear in the "localized state + band" 
quantum-mechanical system. 

2. We choose the Hamiltonian describing the coherent 
interaction of light pulses with a semiconductor under con- 
ditions of resonant excitation of electrons from impurity 
centers into a band in the following form: 

where 

H o  =z E,aj+ai + E,  (k) nk+~k ,  

where a,+ (a, ) is the creation (annihilation) operator of an 
electron in the localized ground state, with a corresponding 
radius vector R,; a,+ (a, ) is the operator for creation (anni- 
hilation) of a band electron into a band in a state with wave 
vector k; p,, is the matrix element of the dipole moment 
operator; Eo, is the energy of an electron localized in the 
ground state near a site with the coordinate R,; E l  ( k )  is the 
dispersion relation in the band. The intensity of the electric 
field of the optical wave is defined by the expression 

E (r. t) =8, (t) exp (-io,t+ix,r)+&',(t-r) exp (-iwot 
+ix,r) 4-&',(t-T)exp( - io,t+ix,r) + C.C. ( 3  

The expression (3) for the point r = R, was substituted 
here into Eq. (2b) and the following notation was employed: 
$, , 29, and $, are the slowly varying amplitudes of three 
pulses separated in time; T is the time delay between the first 
and second pulses and T is the time delay between the first 
and third pulses; x , ,  x, and x, are the corresponding wave 
vectors; and, oo is the frequency of the optical wave. The 
coordinate dependence of the amplitudes is omitted, since it 
is assumed that the conditions A 4 L  <ctp [where 
A = 2?zc/wo, L is the length of the specimen in the direction 
of propagation of the pulses, tp is the pulse duration, and c is 
the velocity of light] are satisfied. 

Choosing the external field in the form ( 3 )  makes it 
possible to study time-delayed four-wave mixing in the sys- 
tem localized state + band. For this it is necessary to deter- 
mine how the following quantum-mechanical averages 
evolve in time: 

n(k) =<ak+ak>, 

n,=(aj+aj>, 

pj* (k) =<&+a,>, 

where the first two quantities (4a) and (4b) determine the 
populations of the kth state in the band and the localized 
ground state, respectively, while Eq. (4c) makes it possible 
to calculate from the following expression the macroscopic 
polarization induced in the medium by the external field: 
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The temporal evolution of the obtained quantum-me- 
chanical averages follows from Heisenberg's general equa- 
tion of motion 

where A is an arbitrary operator. Substituting into Eq. (6)  
the operators indicated above and using the Hamiltonian 
( 1 ), we obtain 

a 
- pj' (k) -- -iAj (k)pjS (k) + 2ifi-'pkj' (ZI' (t)exp (-,ix,R,) 
at 

d 
- aj (k) = - y# yl {6kk'+6jjP) 
at 

k '  j' 

wherepT(k) =p?(k)exp(iw,t), nj(k)  = n(k )  - nj,Aj(k) 
=a, - f i - ' [E , (k)  - E , , ] .  

Solving the system of equations of motion (7a) and 
(7b) with the help of perturbation theory in the external 
field, and substituting the solution into the expression for the 
macroscopic polarization ( 5 ), we can separate the nonlinear 
part that produces the response in the direction 
x, + x, - x, ,  and it is precisely for this direction that a 
time delay should be expected. Thus we obtain 

where 

( 3 )  PI (t)  = K exp[-ioot+i (x3+x,-x.)r] dEoj gimJEoj) 

Here g,,, (E,, ) is the density of states, which characterizes 
the inhomogeneous broadening of the impurity level and is 
normalized to unity. This function arises when the summa- 
tion over Rj is replaced by integration over the transition 
frequencies. Next, ( A  k ,  $, (A, (k )  ) and 
%', (Aj (k ) )  are the spectral forms of the first, second, and 
third pulses, respectively. We neglected the k and j depend- 
ence in the matrix element of the dipole moment operator 
p,,. Here and below we designate by K the constant factor 
that is not important for the analysis. In addition, in deriving 
the expression (8)  we assumed that the inequalities rp < T 

and t, < I T - 71 are satisfied. 

3. We shall now analyze the expression (8)  derived 
above for nonlinear polarization. If x, # x, , which, as a rule, 
is realized in an experiment in order to be able to resolve 
spatially the echo response, then in view of the sum over the 
sites 2,- exp [i( x, - x,  ) R,, ] expression (9b) vanishes and 
does not contribute to the polarization (8).  It is then obvious 
from Eq. (9a) that if the band is sufficiently narrow, the 
time-delayed four-wave mixing response exists and its tem- 
poral envelope is determined by the distribution function 
gimp (E,, ) as well as by the spectra of the excitation pulses. 
Thus, assume that when the summation is replaced by inte- 
gration according to the rule 

the density of states in the band has a form close to a delta- 
function g(  Aj ) a S( A, - A, ), where the peeled-off layer Aoj 
no longer depends on k and characterizes the inhomogen- 
eous impurity broadening according to the distribution 
g,,, (E,, ). Then Eq. (8)  gives for the polarization of the 
echo response 

P(" (t)  = K e x p [ - i o o t + ' i ( x 3 + x ~ - x ~ ) r ]  

This expression is a well-known result for the polariza- 
tion of a photon echo. Thus, if the distribution function 
g,,, (A,, ) and the spectral shapes of the pulses in Eq. ( 1 1 ) 
are Gaussian exponentials with respective characteristic 
half-widths Simp and 2 / t p ,  then Eq. ( 11 ) can be rewritten in 
the form 

P(3' (t)  = K  exp [-ioot+i(x,+x,-x,)r] 

x exp [-  (l- T, IZ/t,2) + C.C. (12) 

Here the following notation was employed for the maximum 
of the response (echo) and its duration: 

In the other limiting case, which occurs also for transi- 
tions from an impurity level into a band of the semiconduc- 
tor, the density of states in the band varies slowly compared 
with the spectral shape of the pulses. Then the inhomogene- 
ity of the impurity level can be neglected, g,,, (A,, ) can be 
replaced with a delta function, and the density of states in the 
band can be assumed to be approximately constant. Under 
the above assumptions the polarization (8)  can be represent- 
ed in the form 

x J dt' 8,' (tl)&, (tl-T) + (14) 
- m 

This result shows that in the case of a semiconductor a pho- 
ton echo is not formed by excitation from an impurity center 
into a band. The maximum of the diffraction signal ( 14) is 
also the maximum of the third pulse and it decreases with 
increasing time delay 7. Thus a response with a peak at the 
moment t = T + r does not arise. 
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4. In order to determine the conditions under which 
time-delayed four-wave mixing occurs in the localized state 
+ band quantum-mechanical system we study a specific 

band whose density of states can also be approximated by a 
Gaussian exponential with characteristic half-width S. 
Then the following expression can be derived for the polar- 
ization (8) :  

where 

In addition, the following notation was introduced: 

In the limiting case of a narrow band, as S - O ( a  -+ 0),  the 
expressions ( 15 ), ( 16a), and ( 16b), as expected, converge 
to the previously obtained expressions for the polarization of 
the photon echo ( 12), (13a), and (13b). In the other limit 
S- UJ we obtain the instantaneous response after the third 
pulse in the form ( 14), into which the expression for the field 
in the form $7 ( t )  a exp( - t 2/ t i  ) must be substituted, i.e., 
an echo-type effect does not occur for a wide band. 

From Eqs. ( 151, ( 16a), and ( 16b) follows the condi- 
tion under which time-delayed four-wave mixing occurs 
with transitions from an inhomogeneously broadened local- 
ized state into a band. It is obvious that the maxima of the 
exponentials in Eq. ( 15) occur at different times: The first 
exponential has a maximum at t = T and the second at 
t = T, . For this reason, we shall take the inequality 

to be the criterion for the existence of an echo response, i.e., a 
time-delayed response. We obtain then from Eq. ( 15) 

whereP = (S/SimP )2. The range of values of the parameters 
a and p satisfying the requirement ( 18) is illustrated in Fig. 
1 and it shows the ratios of the quantities S, Simp, and (2/tp ) 
for which an echo-type signal exists in the localized state 
+ band system. 

Thus, if the condition ( 18 ) is satisfied, a time-delayed 
four-wave mixing response can be observed and its maxi- 
mum is determined by the expression 

It is obvious that even though there are no relaxational pro- 
cesses the amplitude of the echo response decreases with in- 
creasing time delay between the first and second excitation 
pulses. Thus, if the band is sufficiently narrow and the in- 
equality a4  1 is satisfied, then Eq. ( 19) assumes the form 

FIG. 1. The range of values of the parameters a and 0 (hatched region) 
for which a time-delayed response exists in the localized state + band 
system. 

This means that in the case under study the time-delayed 
four-wave mixing permits measuring the characteristic 
width of the narrow band. We note that the traditional spec- 
troscopy does not give the correct result, since the ground 
state is inhomogeneous (P < 1 or even P < 1 ), which can re- 
sult in significant broadening of the spectrum. If the charac- 
teristic width of the narrow band is 6~ loL3 s and for the 
inhomogeneous ground state S,,, z 1014 s - ' (the case 
p &  1 ) , then femtosecond pulses must be employed to satisfy 
the condition a<  1. It follows then from Eq. (20) that by 
scanning the time delay between the first two pulses from 
r = 0 up to r- 1 0  l3  s it is possible to obtain information 
about the value of S (it is assumed that in the time scale 
under study relaxational processes can still be neglected). 

It turns out that a time-delayed response should also 
exist in a system with a band for which a condition analogous 
to the inequality ( 18) is not satisfied but the density of states 
g (  A) of the band has a singular point at which divergence is 
observed. In order to explain this effect we approximate 
g(A) by a function of the form 

where go (A) is the density of states, for which a &  1 and 
which has no singularities; Cis a constant factor. After sub- 
stituting Eq. (21) into the expression (8)  for the polariza- 
tion of four-wave mixing, where only the term (9a) is differ- 
ent from zero as before, we obtain two terms: The first is 
determined by the function go (A) and its form is analogous 
to Eq. ( 14) for the polarization for instantaneous response 
after the third pulse. The second term is identical to the 
expression (1 1)  for the polarization of the photon echo. 
Thus in the case of a band whose density of states has a 
singular point there exists at the moment t = T + r a re- 
sponse whose duration, as in the case ofan extremely narrow 
band, is characterized solely by the distribution function of 
the inhomogeneous ground state and the spectral shape of 
the pulses, and an additional condition of the type ( 18) is not 
required. 

5. In the analysis of the general expression for the non- 
linear polarization (8)  on the basis of the assumption that 
x ,  #x2 the term (9b), which includes the sum over sites 
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Zj,exp [i(x, - x,  )Ri, 1, was omitted. If, however, x, = x,, 
then this term remains, and in the case of a homogeneous 
localized state (g,,, (Eoj) = S(Eoj - Eo ) )  it makes a con- 
tribution of the following form to the polarization of the 
photon echo: 

pJ3' (t) = K exp (-io,t+ix,r) 

k 

x exp [iA, (k) (t-T-t) ] + C.C. 

This result means that in the case when the first two 
pulses are directionally degenerate (x ,  = x, ) the photon- 
echo effect, i.e., time-delayed response, exists in the system 
state + band localized even with a homogeneous ground 
state and a wide band, while the energy spectrum of the band 
plays the role of inhomogeneous broadening. Thus in the 
case of excitation from impurity centers into a semiconduc- 
tor band it follows from Eq. (22) that 

where it was assumed that the pulses are Gaussian with a 
corresponding spectral width 2/tp. 

From Eq. (23) it is obvious that there exists a time- 
delayed response described by the term (9b) in the nonlinear 
polarization (8) ,  while the term (9a) does not contribute to 
an echo effect in this case, since the condition ( 18) is not 
satisfied ( a  wide band and a homogeneous ground state is 
studied). It should be noted, however, that the requirement 
x,  = x, makes it difficult to investigate the time-delayed 
four-wave mixing effect experimentally. In this case the re- 
sponse propagates in the direction of the third pulse and can 
be separated only in time. This is why this situation is not 
encountered in experiment. If, however, x, and x, are suffi- 
ciently different, so that the photon echo signal can be sepa- 

rated spatially from the excitation pulses, then the term (9b) 
does not occur in the polarization (8) and there is only the 
response determined by the relation (9a). Then, as shown 
above, a condition analogous to the inequality ( 18) must be 
satisfied in order for time-delayed four-wave mixing to exist 
in the localized state + band system. 

In conclusion we note that the approach employed in 
this work is, in our opinion, the preferred approach, because 
it makes it possible to extend the problem of coherent inter- 
action of light with the quantum-mechanical system local- 
ized center + band to the case when electron-electron and 
electron-phonon interactions are taken into account, which 
can be done by simply adding the corresponding terms to the 
starting Hamiltonian. 
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